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2238 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali BeikAX = B; (1)where A 2 Rn�n is a large and spars matrix, B and X are n � s retangularreal matries with s� nFor nonsymmetri problems, reently, some blok Krylov subspae methodshave been developed, see [13, 15, 18, 22, 23 and 26℄ and the referenes therein.The global generalized minimum residual (G-GMRES) method was derivedin [12℄. Also, some onvergent properties for global methods for solving multiplelinear systems are given in [2, 3, 25℄.The weighted Arnoldi proess has been developed by Essai in [14℄. Reently, theappliation of the weighted tehniques for the aelerating purpose in some aspetshas been a subjet of growing interest. For example, in [16℄, Jing et al. employed theweighted full orthogonalization method (WFOM) for solving shifted linear systems.Furthermore, Cao et al. [7℄ disussed the performane of the preonditioned weightedFOM and GMRES methods.In this paper, we will present a new method alled WG-GMRES, for solvingnonsymmetri multiple linear systems. Note that the problem of �nding optimumweights for the WGMRES algorithm is still an open problem, for more details see[7, 14℄. As we will see, the WG-GMRES method is a general form of the WGMRESmethod, so the problem of �nding optimum weights for the WG-GMRES algorithmis an open problem too. In this paper, using the Shur omplement, we will givenew expressions for the norms of the residual matries orresponding to the G-GMRES and WG-GMRES methods. The relation between the Frobenius norms ofthe residual matries will be useful for �nding proper weights in order to aeleratethe onvergene. Finally, we will present some numerial results to illustrate thegood performane of the WG-GMRES in ompared to the G-GMRES.This paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we state some neessary def-initions and notations and reall the global Arnoldi proess and the G-GMRESAlgorithm. In setion 3, we will propose a new weighted global Arnoldi proess andprove some relations between global Arnoldi and weighted global Arnoldi proesses.In setion 4, a new WG-GMRES will be introdued, also some links between G-GMRES and its weighted version will be given. Furthermore, some new expressionsof the norms of the residual matries orresponding to the G-GMRES and WG-GMRES methods are established. In setion 5, experimental results are presentedto show the e�etiveness, validity and appliability of the WG-GMRES methodin ompared to the G-GMRES method. Finally, the paper is ended with a briefonlusion in setion 6.



New weighted global GMRES 22392.PreliminariesWe �rst reall the de�nition of the Shur omplement [24℄, then some of its propertiesare given.De�nition 1. Let M be a matrix partitioned into four bloksM = � A BC D � ;where the submatrix D is assumed to be square and nonsingular. The Shur om-plement of D in M , denoted by (M=D); id de�ned by(M=D) = A�BD�1C:If D is not square matrix then pseudo-Shur omplement of D in M an still bede�ned; for more details see [26, 27, 28℄. Generalization and properties of the Shuromplements are found in [1, 4, 6, 8, 10-12, 20, 21℄.Proposition 1. (A. Messaoudi [20℄). Let us assume that the matrix D is nonsin-gular, then�� A BC D ��D� = �� D CA B ��D� = �� B AD C ��D� = �� C DA B ��D� :Proposition 2. (A. Messaoudi et al [20℄). Assuming that the matrix D is nonsin-gular and E is a matrix suh that the produt EA is well de�ned, then�� EA EBC D ��D� = E�� A BC D ��D� :For a matrix V = [vij ℄ 2 Rn�s ; we denote by ve(V ) the vetor of Rns de�nedby ve(V ) = �v(:; 1)T ; v(:; 2)T ; :::; v(:; s)T �Twhere v(:; j); j = 1; :::; s; is the j th olumn of V.Notation. For an arbitrary n � ms matrix V = [V1; V2; :::; Vm℄ where eah Vi;i = 1; 2; :::;m; is an n � s matrix. We assoiate a new ns�m matrix Vv whih isde�ned as the following,Vv = [ve(V1); ve(V2); :::; ve(Vm)℄:For given matries A 2 Rn�m and B 2 Rk�l ; the so alled Kroneker produt ofthe matries A and B, denoted by A
B; is de�ned by the following nk�ml matrix,A
B = [aijB℄ :Some properties of this produt are given as follows [17℄(A
B)(E 
 F ) = (AE 
BF ): (2)



2240 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beik(i) If A and B are nonsingular matries of dimension n� n and p� p; respetively,then (A
B)�1 = A�1 
B�1:(ii) If A and B are n� n and p� p; matries, thendet(A
B) = det(A)n det(B)p and tr(A
B) = tr(A)tr(B):ve(ABC) = (CT 
A)ve(B): (3)ve(A)T ve(B) = tr(ATB): (4)(iii) If A 2 Rn�m ; B 2 Rm�pand C 2 Rp�n ; thentr(ABC) = ve(AT )T (In 
B)ve(C) = ve(C)T (In 
BT )ve(AT ):In the following, we assume that D is a n�n positive de�nite diagonal matrix. lfu and v are two vetors whih belong to Rns ; the inner produt < :; : >Is
D de�nedas < u; v >Is
D= uT (Is 
D)v:Also, the norm assoiated with this inner produt denoted by k:kIs
D and de�nedby  u 2Is
D =< u; u >Is
D= uT (Is 
D)u:For two matries Y and Z in Rn�s ; we de�ne a inner produt as follows< Y;Z >D= tr(Y TDZ):where tr(Y TDZ) denotes the trae of the matrix Y TDZ: We introdue a matrixnorm k:kD assoiated with this inner produt suh thatkXk2D = tr(XTDX) 8X 2 Rn�s :Note that if D = In�n, then < :; : >D redues to < :; : >F .Proposition 3. Let X;Z 2 Rn�s , then< X;Z >D=< ve(X); ve(Z) >Is
D= (ve(X))T (Is 
D)ve(Z):Thus  X D = kve(X)kIs
D :Proof. Suppose X = [x1; x2; :::; xs℄ and Z = [z1; z2; :::; zs℄ by properties of theKroneker produt, we onlude that< X;Z >D= tr(XTDZ) =< ve(X); ve(Z) >Is
D :Hene, the result follows immediately. 2Reently, R. Bouyouli et al.[3℄ have introdued a produt, denoted by }; betweentwo matries. Here we generalize authors' idea and de�ne the following new produtdenoted by }D where D is a positive de�nite diagonal matrix.



New weighted global GMRES 2241De�nition 4. Let A = [A1; A2; :::; Ap℄ and B = [B1; B2; :::; B`℄ be two matries ofdimensions p�ps and n�`s respetively, where Aj and Bj are n�s matries. Thenthe matrix is de�ned byAT}DB = 0BBB� < A1; B1 >D < A1; B2 >D : : : < A1; B` >D< A2; B1 >D < A2; B2 >D : : : < A2; B` >D... ... ... ...< Ap; B1 >D < Ap; B2 >D : : : < Ap; B` >D 1CCCA :Remarks.(1) The matrix A = [A1; A2; :::; Ap℄ is F -orthonormal if and only if AT}A = Ip .(2) If X 2 Rn�s ; then XT}X = kXk2F :(3) Let A;B 2 Rn�s ; L 2 Rp�p then AT}(B(L
 Is)) = (AT}B)L:Proposition 4 (R. Bouyouli et al [3℄ ). Let A 2 Rn�s ; B 2 Rn�ks ; C 2 Rk�p ; G 2Rk�kand E 2 Rn�s : If the matrix G is nonsingular matrix thenET}�� A BC 
 Is G
 Is ��G
 Is� = � ET}A ET}BC G ��G:Corollary 1. Let A 2 Rn�s ; B 2 Rn�ks ; C 2 Rk�p ; G 2 Rk�kand E 2 Rn�s : If thematrix D is nonsingular matrix thenET}D �� A BC 
 Is G
 Is ��G
 Is� = � ET}DA ET}DBC G ��G:Proposition 5. Let A = [A1; A2; :::; Ap℄ and B = [B1; B2; :::; Bp℄ be matries ofdimension n � ps, where Ai and Bjare n � s matries and D = diagfk; k; :::; kg.Then det[AT}DB℄ = k det[AT}B℄: (5)Proof. Suppose thatAv = [ve(A1); ve(A2); :::; ve(Ap)℄; Bv = [ve(B1); ve(B2); :::; ve(Bp)℄:It is easy to see that AT}DB = (Av)T (Is 
D)Bv:As a result, we get AT}B = (Av)TBv:Now, we an onlude the result immediately. 2Let V 2 Rn�s and onsider the blok Krylov subspaeKm(A; V ) = span�V;AV; :::; Am�1V 	 ;



2242 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beikgenerated by the olumns of the matries V;AV; :::; Am�1V: Note that Km(A; V ) isa subspae of Rn : In fat Km(A; V ) assoiates to the diret sum of m simple Krylovsubspaes Kj(A; vj) where vj; j = 1; 2; :::s; is the j -th olumn of the matrix V.The global Arnoldi proess onstruts an F -orthonormal basis V1; V2; :::; Vm ofthe blok Krylov subspae Km(A; V ); i.e., the matries V1; V2; :::; Vm satisfy in thefollowing onditionstr(V Ti Vj) = 0; tr(V Ti Vi) = 1; for i 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; :::;m; (6)Algorithm 1 (Global Arnoldi proess)1. Choose an n� s matrix V. Set � = kV kF ; V1 = V=�;2. For j = 1; 2; :::;m Do:3. W = AVj4. For i = 1; 2; :::; j Do:5. hi;j =< W;Vi >F6. W =W � hijVi7. End Do8. hj+1;j = kWkF : If hj+1;j = 0 Stop9. Vj+1 =W=hj+1;j10. End Do.Denote by Vm the n � ms blok matrix with olumns V1; V2; :::; Vm; Hm the(m + 1) � m Hessenberg matrix whose nonzero entries hij ; i = 1; 2; :::;m + 1; j =1; :::m; are de�ned by Algorithm 1, and by Hm the matrix obtained from Hm bydeleting its last row.It is known that the matries onstruted by the global Arnoldi proess satisfythe following relations, for more details see [18℄,AVm = Vm(Hm 
 Is) + hm+1;m � 0n�s; 0n�s; :::; Vm+1 � ; (7)AVm = Vm+1(Hm 
 Is): (8)The G-GMRES method generates a new approximation Xm suh thatXm = X0 + Vm(ym 
 Is); (9)and Rm = R0 �AVm(ym 
 Is)?FAKm(A;R0):; (10)where X0 is a given initial approximate matrix to the solution X of AX = B andR0 = B �AX0 is the orresponding residual matrix and ym 2 Rm :The G-GMRES Algorithm requires the storage of Vm: That is, in order to savethe vetor Vm; we need an m dimensional vetors spae whose entries are n � smatries. To ure the storage problem, enountered also in applying the GMRESAlgorithm, the value of m is limited by storage onstraint and by avoiding roundingerrors. Hene, this Algorithm an be restarted afterm iterations. The orrespondingAlgorithm is alled the restarted G-GMRES (m), see [22℄.



New weighted global GMRES 2243Algorithm 2. (G-GMRES (m) )1. Choose X0; m and a tolerane "; ompute R0 = B �AX0;V = R0:2. Construt the F -orthonormal basis V1; V2; :::; Vmby the global Arnoldi proess.3. Find ymas the solution ofminy2Rm �e1 �Hmy2 :4. Compute the approximate solution Xm = X0+Vm(ym
Is) and Rm = B�AXm:5. If kRmkF < " Stop.6. Set X0 = Xm, R0 = Rm, V = R0; and go to 2.3. Weighted global Arnoldi proessBy a given n � n positive de�nite diagonal matrix D, we will present the newweighted global Arnoldi proess. It onstruts a D -orthonormal basis for the blokKrylov subspae Km(A; V ).Algorithm 3. (Weighted global Arnoldi proess)1. Choose an n� s matrix V. Set e� = kV kD; eV1 = V=e�;2. For j = 1; 2; :::;m Do:3. fW = AeVj4. For i = 1; 2; :::; j Do:5. ehi;j =< fW; eVi >D6. fW = fW � ehij eVi7. End Do8. ehj+1;j = kfWkD: If ehj+1;j = 0 Stop9. eVj+1 = fW=ehj+1;j10. End Do.We an easily see that eV1; eV2; :::; eVm; onstruted by Algorithm 3, form aD -orthonormalbasis for Km(A; V ); i.e.tr((eVi)TDeVj) = 0; i 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; :::;m: (11)tr((eVi)TDeVi) = 1; i = 1; 2; :::;m: (12)The following Theorem shows that relation (7) and (8) an be extended for theorresponding matries obtained by the weighted global Arnoldi proess.Theorem 1. Let eVm; and eHm; eHm de�ned as before. Then the following relationshold AeVm = eVm( eHm 
 Is) + [0n�s; :::; 0n�s;ehm+1;m eVm+1℄; (13)AeVm = eVm( eHm 
 Is) + ehm+1;m eVm+1(eTm 
 Is); (14)



2244 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali BeikAeVm = eVm+1( eHm 
 Is); (15)where eTm = [0; 0; :::; 1℄1�m :Proof. The relation (13) follows from lines 3, 6 and 9 of Algorithm 3. The relations(14) and (15) are reformulation of (13). 2In the following, some relations between matries generated by two proesses,namely the global Arnoldi and weighted global Arnoldi proesses are presented.Assume that Vm = [V1; V2; :::; Vm℄ and eVm = heV1; eV2; :::; eVmi are n �ms matriesorresponding to the two bases for Km(A; V ) onstruted by global Arnoldi andweighted global Arnoldi proesses, respetively. By onsidering the matries Vvmand eVvm onsist to the matries Vm and eVm; we establish the following Theorem.Theorem 2. Assume that Vvmand eVvmare de�ned as before. Then(1) The olumns of Vvm form a basis for Km((Is 
A); ve(V )) and(Vvm)TVvm = I; (16)(2) The olumns of eVvm form a basis for Km((Is 
A); ve(V )) and(eVvm)T (Is 
D)eVvm = I: (17)Proof. It is known that the set of the olumns of Vm(eVm) is a basis for Km(A; V ):Also, by the properties of the Kroneker produt, we an easily see that for i =1; 2; 3; ::: (Is 
A)ive(V ) = ve(AiV ): (18)Hene, we onlude that Vvm (eVvm) forms a basis for Km((Is 
A); ve(V )):The relations (16) and (17) follow from (6), (11), (12) and the following relationstr(V Ti Vj) = ve(Vi)T ve(Vj);tr(eV Ti DVj) = ve(eVi)T (Is 
D)ve( eVj): 2Now, we establish the following useful Proposition.Proposition 6. Consider Vm as de�ned earlier and assume that Bm = [bij ℄ is anarbitrary m� p matrix. If Vm(B 
 Is) = 0n�ps; (19)then Bm = 0m�p:Proof. Let bj, 1 � j � p; be the j -th olumn of the Bm: Evidently, Vm(bj 
 Is) =0n�s; i.e. mXi=1 Vibij = 0n�s; 1 � j � p;



New weighted global GMRES 2245whih is equivalent to say that Pmi=1 ve(Vi)bij = 0ns�1; 1 � j � p:From the above relation, we an easily see that Vvmbj = 0ns�1(1 � j � p); whihimplies that VvmB = 0ns�p:Now, the result follows from the relation (16). 2In the following, we establish some relations between matries obtained by theweighted global Arnoldi and global Arnoldi proesses. These relations will be usefulfor presenting links between the G-GMRES and WG-GMRES Algorithms . To thisend, we establish the following Theorem.Theorem 3. Suppose that Algorithms 1 and 3 do not break down before the m-thstep. Then there exists an upper nonsingular triangular matrix Um 2 Rm�m suhthat eVm=Vm(Um 
 Is); (20)Um=(Vvm)T eVvm; (21)U�1m =(eVvm)T (Is 
D)Vvm; (22)eHm = U�1m+1HmUm: (23)Proof. Sine Vvj and eVvj are two bases of the Krylov subspae Kj((Is
A); ve(V ))for all j 2 f1; 2; :::;mg ; we an express eVvm in terms of Vvm aseVvm = VvmUm:It is easy to see that the above relation is equivalent to the relation (20). If wemultiply the above relation on the left by (Vvm)T ; we get (21). For obtaining (22), itis suÆient to multiply eVvm = VvmUm on the left by (eVvm)T (Is 
D): Evidently,Vm+1(HmUm 
 Is) = Vm+1(Um+1 eHm 
 Is):Or equivalently Vm+1((HmUm � Um+1 eHm)
 Is) = 0:Hene, the relation (23) follows from the Proposition 6 by setting Bm = HmUm �Um+1 eHm . 2The relation (23) is also valid for matries Hm and eHm, onstruted by theArnoldi and weighted Arnoldi proesses, respetively, for more details see [14℄.Based on the relation (23) for the Hessenberg matries produed by the Arnoldiand weighted Arnoldi proesses, the following Proposition established by Essai in[14℄. Hene, we an immediately onlude that this Proposition is also valid formatries Hm and eHm, produed by the global Arnoldi and weighted global Arnoldi



2246 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beikproesses. We state the following Proposition, for Hessenberg matries onstrutedby global proesses. Clearly, the proof is similar to the proof given in [14℄.Proposition 7. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3, we an �nd thefollowing relations between Hmand eHm.eHm = U�1m HmUm + hm+1;mum;mum+1eTm; (24)Hm = U�1m eHmUm + hm+1;mum+1;m+1um+1eTm; (25)where um+1 2 Rmand um+1 2 Rmare respetively obtained from the last olumns ofthe matries U�1m+1 and Um+1; where last entries are deleted.Proof. See [14℄. 24. The new method WG-GMRES and omparison resultsIn this setion, we will present a new method alled weighted global GMRES (WG-GMRES). Let X0 be an initial approximate solution with the orresponding residualmatrix R0 = B � AX0: Like G-GMRES method, the approximation eXm in WG-GMRES method belongs to the blok Krylov subspae X0+Km(A;R0): Hene, theWG-GMRES method generates a new approximation eXm suh thateXm = X0 + eVm(yWGm 
 Is);For the WG-GMRES method, the approximation eXm is hosen suh that theorresponding residual eRm = B � A eXm satis�es in the following Petrov-Galerkinondition eRm?DAKm(A;R0): (26)The approximation eXm satis�es in an optimality property whih is presented inthe next Theorem. In appliation, instead of using (26), for omputing the approx-imation eXm, we solve the least-squares problem (27).Theorem 4. Let A be an arbitrary n�nmatrix and assume thatX is a n�smatrix.Then X is the approximation obtained by the WG-GMRES method if and only ifX minimize the D-norm of the residual matrix R = B �AX over X0 +Km(A;R0),i.e., eR( eX) = minX2X0+Km(A;R0) eR(X) ; (27)where eR(X) = kB �AXk D:Proof. Let X be the solution of the WG-GMRES method. Suppose that X 2X0+Km(A;R0) it is easy to show that eR2( eX) 6 eR2(X); soX satis�es in (27). Con-versely, suppose that X minimizes the value of the eR(X) over X 2 X0+Km(A;R0):By Proposition 1 and the relation (18), we have



New weighted global GMRES 2247kB �AXkD = kve(B) � (Is 
A)ve(X)kIs
D :Hene, the assumption (27) implies that eXvm := ve( eX) is the minimizer of R(x)whih is de�ned as followsR =  ve(B) � (Is 
A)ve(X) Is
D =  (Is 
D)(ve(B) � (Is 
A)ve(X)) 2 :For eXvm to be the minimize of R(x); it is neessary that F , de�ned in the following,F = (Is 
D) (ve(B)� (Is 
A)ve(X)) ;is orthogonal to all vetors of the form v = (Is 
A)y 2 Rns�1 ; where y 2 Km((Is 
A); ve(R0)):Or equivalently,vT (Is 
D)(ve(B) � (Is 
A)ve( eX)) = 0 8v 2 (Is 
A)Km((Is 
A); ve(R0)):(28)Assoiated to eah vetor v 2 Rns ; we de�ne a n�s matrix V = [v1; v2; :::; vs℄ wherevi = (vn(i�1)+1; vn(i�1)+2; :::; vni)T ; i = 1; 2; :::; s:It is easy to see that v = ve(V ) and v 2 (Is 
 A)Km((Is 
 A); ve(R0)) i�V 2 AKm(A;R0): Hene,tr(V TD(B �A eX)) = 0 : 8 V 2 AKm(A;R0) :Therefore X is the solution of the WG-GMRES method whih it ompletes theresult. 2Algorithm 4. (WG-GMRES (m) )1. Choose X0; m and a tolerane "; ompute R0 = B �AX0; V = R0:2. Choose a n� n diagonal positive de�nite matrix D.3. Construt the D-orthonormal basis eV1; eV2; :::; eVm by the weighted global Arnoldiproess.4. Find eym as the solution ofminy2Rm e�e1 � eHmy25. Compute the approximate solution eXm = X0+eVm(yWGm 
Is) and eRm = B�A eXm:6. If  eRmF < " Stop.7. Set X0 = eXm, R0 = eRm, V = R0; then go to 2.Note that if we set D = In for eah restart, in the step 2, then the WG-GMRESmethod redues to the G-GMRES method. In the setion 5, we will give a suggestion



2248 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beikto hoose weights in eah step. The idea of hoosing weights, by the relation (35),has been gotten from [14℄.4.1 Relations between G-GMRES and its weighted versionNow, we present a link between G-GMRES and WG-GMRES methods. It is knownthat eXm �X0 2 Km(A;R0) hene, we haveeXm �X0 = eVm(yWGm 
 Is);= eVm(U�1m 
 Is)(UmyWGm 
 Is);= Vm(eyWGm 
 Is); (29)where yWGm = U�1m eyWGm :By onsidering the properties of the matrix Vm; we an easily see that the nonzeroentries of the matrix Um+1 = [uij ℄m+1�m+1 are obtained as followsuij = tr(V Ti eVj); j = 1; 2; :::;m + 1; i = 1; 2; :::; j:By imposing the Petrov-Galerkin ondition on the relation (29) and onsideringTheorem 4, we get eyWGm = argminy2Rm U�1m+1(�e1 �Hmy)2 ;whih is equivalent toeyWGm = argminy2Rm �e1 �Hmy(U�1m+1)TU�1m+1 :Hene, eyWGm is the solution of the same optimization problem as for G-GMRESmethod but with orresponding to the symmetri matrix (U�1m+1)TUm+1 instead ofthe Eulidean one.In the following, we will establish some new expressions for the norms of theresidual matries orresponding to the approximations obtained by the G-GMRESmethod and its weighted version.From Petrov-Galerkin ondition, we dedue that(AeVm)T}D eRm = 0:For simpliity, we set fWm = AeVm: The above relation and the property of the}D produt imply that fWTm}DR0 = (fWTm}DfWm)yWGm : (30)Theorem 5. Suppose that fWTm}DfWm is a nonsingular matrix. The approximatesolution eXm and the orresponding residual matrix eRm an be expressed by thefollowing Shur omplementseXm =  X0 �eVm(fWTm}DR0)
 IS (fWTm}DfWm)
 IS !,((fWTm}DfWm)
 IS); (31)



New weighted global GMRES 2249and, therefore,eRm =  R0 fWm(fWTm}DR0)
 IS (fWTm}DfWm)
 IS !,((fWTm}DfWm)
 IS): (32)where eRm = B �A eXm.Proof. From (30), we haveeXm = X0 + eVm h[(fWTm}DfWm)�1(fWTm}DR0)℄
 ISi :By using the properties of the Kroneker produt, we geteXm = X0 + eVm h[(fWTm}DfWm)�1 
 IS ℄[(fWTm}DR0)
 IS ℄i= X0 + eVm[(fWTm}DfWm)
 IS ℄�1[(fWTm}DR0)
 IS ℄:From the above relation, we an easily onlude the results. 2In the following Theorem, by using the Theorem 5, we obtain an expression forthe D-norm of the residual matrix orresponding to the approximate solution eXm:Theorem 6. Suppose that fWTm}DfWm is a nonsingular matrix. Then, the D-normof the residual matrix eRm is given by eRm2D = kR0k2D det[fWTm+1}DfWm+1℄det[fWTm}DfWm℄ :where fWm+1 = [ eV1;fWm℄:Proof. It is obvious that eRm2D = eRTm}D eRm = eRTm}D[R0 �AeVm(yWGm 
 Is)℄= eRTm}DR0 � ( eRTm}DAeVm)yWGm :The Petrov-Galerkin ondition implies thateRTm}D eRm = RT0}D eRm:By using the relation (32), we geteRTm}D eRm = RT0}D eRm =  RT0}DR0 RT0}DfWmfWTm}DR0 fWTm}DfWm !,(fWTm}DfWm):Or equivalently,eRTm}D eRm = kR0k2D eV T1 }D eV1 eV T1 }DfWmfWTm}D eV1 fWTm}DfWm !,(fWTm}DfWm): (34)By setting fWm+1 = [eV1;fWm℄ , (34) an be written as follows



2250 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali BeikeRTm}D eRm = kR0k2D �(fWTm+1}DfWm+1)�(fWTm}DfWm)� :eRTm}D eRm is a salar, therefore the result follows immediately. 2It is easy to see that G-GMRES Algorithm an be onsidered as a speial aseof the WG-GMRES Algorithm by setting D = In where denotes the In identitymatrix. When D = In the D-norm is equivalent to the well known Frobenius norm.Hene, we an state the previous Theorem for the residual matrix orresponding tothe approximate solution obtained by G-GMRES method.Corollary 2. Suppose thatWTm}Wm is a nonsingular matrix. The Frobenius normof the residual matrix Rm is given bykRmk2F = kR0k2F det[WTm+1}Wm+1℄det[WTm}Wm℄ :where Wm+1 = [V1;Wm℄:In a speial ase, when all weights are equal we an give a relation between theF -norm of the residual matries eRm and Rm .Theorem 7. Suppose that fWTm}DfWm and WTm}Wm are nonsingular matries.Furthermore assume that D = diagfd; d; :::; dg, d > 0: ThenkRmk2F = d eRm2F :Proof. It is known that fWm+1 = [ eV1;fWm℄ and Wm+1 = [V1;Wm℄: Also, it is easyto see thatfWm+1 = [ eV1;fWm℄ = [V1u11;Wm(Um
Is)℄ = [V1;Wm℄(Um
Is) =Wm+1(Um
Is);where Um = � u11 01�m0m�1 Um �(m+1)�(m+1) :Evidently, fWTm+1}DfWm+1 = UTm(WTm+1}DWm+1)Um;and fWTm}DfWm = UTm(WTm}DWm)Um:Hene, Proposition 5 implies thatdet[fWTm+1}DfWm+1℄ = du211( mYi=1 uii)2 det[(WTm+1}Wm+1)℄:
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det[fWTm}DfWm℄ = d( mYi=1 uii)2 det[(WTm}Wm)℄:Note that u11 = kR0kFkR0kD and  eRmD = pd eRmF : Therefore, we an onlude theresult immediately. 2Remark. From Theorem 7, we onlude that if d is hosen bigger than one theWG-GMRES method onverges faster than G-GMRES method. We will investigatethis by presenting numerial results. However, we will see in the next setion thatthe value of d should not be hosen very large.5. Numerial experimentsIn this setion, we will present some numerial results to ompare G-GMRES Al-gorithm with WG-GMRES Algorithm. The experiments were performed by Math-ematia 6.The matrix D = diagfd1; d2; :::; dng is hosen suh thatdi = pnRi;�0 2kR0kF ; i = 1; 2; :::; n: (35)Where Ri;�0 ; i = 1; 2; :::; n; denotes the i-th row of the matrix R0: The idea of hoosingdi; by the relation (35), is gotten from [14℄.In the following examples, the matrix B 2 Rn�2 ; is hosen suh that AE = Bwhere ET = � 1 1 : : : 11:5 1:5 : : : 1:5 �2�n :Also, the initial guess is X0 = 0n�2:The iteration proess is terminated when the residual matrix is suÆiently small,i.e., kRmkFkR0kF � ":In the following, the numerial omparison results for G-GMRES and WG-GMRES are given by two di�erent way. The relation between the number of restartsas x -axis and the relative residual's logarithm as y-axis are presented in the formof �gures. Also, we give the omparison results in terms of both number of restartsand CPU-time(s) in Tables 1 and 2 for the orresponding experiments.Example ( [16, 27, 28℄ ). Let the matrix A be a 200 � 200 matrix, employed inthe orresponding literature, as follows (" = 0:5� 10�12)
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A =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
14 0:21 1:2 0 0:13 1:420:45 24 0:21 1:2 0 0:13 1:420 0:45 34 0:21 1:2 0 0:130:12 0 0:45 44 0:210:11 0:12 0 0:45 . . . . . . 0:13 1:420:11 0:12 0 . . . . . . . . . 1:2 0 0:13. . . 1974 0:12 1:2 00 0:45 1984 0:21 1:20:11 0:12 0 0:45 1994 0:210:11 0:12 0 0:45 2004

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
As we an see in Tables 1 and 2, the results of performing the G-GMRES (40) andWG-GMRES (40) algorithms show that, by using proper weights, the WG-GMRESmethod onverges faster than the G-GMRES method.Comparison in terms of both number of restarts and CPU onsuming time in seondsG-GMRES (40) WG-GMRES (40)Iteration 114 36CPU- time 58.126 22.715Table 1

 Fig. 1.Now, we perform WG-GMRES (40) for this example where all weights are equal,i.e. D = diagfd; d; :::; dgd=1.2 d=1.5 d=2Iteration 78 38 117CPU- time 51.871 26.115 87.75Table 2
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 Fig. 2.Remark. As observed in Tables 1, 2 , Fig.1 and Fig.2, signi�ant progress an bemade by WG-GMRES not only in redued number of restarts but also in dereasedCPU omputing time. Under suh irumstanes where G-GMRES needs muh morenumber of restarts to onverge than WG-GMRES, WG-GMRES is muh preferred.Note. For the ase that all weights are hosen equal that is D = dIn . Ourexperimental results for the above Example, and for several examples, indiate thatthe value of the d annot be very big. In this regard, we onjeture that d shouldbe hosen suh that 1 < d < w where w is between 2 and 3.6. ConlusionIn this paper, we presented a new weighted global GMRES method. Moreover, byusing the Shur omplement formulae, we derived new expressions of the approx-imations and orresponding residual norms. In a speial ase, a relation betweenresidual norms orresponding to the G-GMRES and WG-GMRES was presented.7. AknowledgementsThis work has been partially supported by the Mahani Mathematial Researh Cen-ter and by the Center of Exellene of Linear Algebra and Optimization of ShahidBahonar University of Kerman.Referenes[1℄ T. Ando, Generalized Shur omplements, Linear Algebra Appl. 27 (1979)173-186.[2℄ R. Bouyouli, K. Jbilou, R. Sadaka, H. Sadok, Convergene properties of someblok Krylov subspae methods for multiple linear systems, J. Comput. Appl.Math. 196 (2006) 498-511.[3℄ R. Bouyouli, K. Jbilou, A. Messaoudi, H. Sadok, On blok minimal residualmethods, Appl. Math. Lett, 20 (2007) 284-289.
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